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Book 4 in Anthony J Melchiorriâ€™s The Tide series.They might be humanityâ€™s only hopeâ€¦And

they were left for dead. Captain Dominic Hollandâ€™s greatest weapon against the apocalypse is

his ship. The Huntress is the heart of Domâ€™s scientific research and military operations. And it

has been taken. Dom must embark on a perilous mission to retake it if he stands any chance at

finding the cure the world so desperately needs.Domâ€™s daughter, Kara, is stranded in the middle

of Skull-infested Virginia. While she and a few others struggle to reunite with Dom and the Hunters,

enemies more terrifying and ruthless than the Skulls emerge.New adversaries emerge at every turn.

The Hunters are running out of time and resources. They have no choice but to rise in the face of

almost certain defeat and fight to save humanity from the brink of utter annihilation. Book 1: The

Tide Book 2: The Tide: BreakwaterBook 3: The Tide: SalvageBook 4: The Tide: Deadrise
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The epic adventure of the Tide series continues! Author Melchiorri kicks it up a notch in this

installment. Will Dom get his boat back? What will happen to his daughter? I couldn't stop turning



the pages to learn the fate of the characters I've grown attached to. Excellent read! Can't wait for

book 5.

Once again, Dom, Meredith and his Hunters find themselves fighting for their lives. Gen. Kinsey has

declared him and his Hunters traitors as well as the masterminds of the Oni Agent that has killed or

transformed most of humanity. The Huntress has been boarded and all on board declared prisoners

of war and accused of collusion with Dom. Dom must now find a way to get out of the tunnels he

was forced to flee into, escape the Skulls which are hot on his teams trail, find a way to get his

daughters back and clear his name. Unfortunately Kinsey is not the only threat out there besides the

skulls as we are introduced to another potential threat that could and probably will pop up in the

future. Meanwhile Shepard and the two midshipmen have their own battle to fight after escaping

from Kinsey's jail, going through swarms of Skulls attempting to get to Back to Kent. The fights are

still as realistic as they can be with the type of enemy they are fighting. It's a nail biter and I

thoroughly enjoyed it

May contain some spoilers.I want my ship back. That's the way I feel about Melchiorri's series. He's

written Tide in such a way, that I've come to know and love these characters and makes me feel like

I'm in the novel. Not easy to do, but glorious fun when you discover an author of this caliber.The

Tide 4, like the novels before it, holds and doesn't let go. It's an unquenchable action adventure

book with some beautiful and heart-warming character development scenes within. The details flow

so naturally, I don't even realize I'm reading a well-researched novel--whether it's regarding the

military or paramilitary, science, or even the settings.This is a very different book, though, from the

others. There's raised tension and much higher stakes. Those wanting more of the conspiracy

revealed in the previous book will have to be patient but that's not saying it isn't there. There's also

one new villain who stands above the rest, a person that makes you question what humanity is left

out there to save. Fans of The Walking Dead will surely enjoy it.The Tide 4--the fourth time

Melchiorri has kept me up almost all nigh with a page turnert, and made me want to check the

shadows..twice. Enjoy.

This is a combination of Military, Medical, and Post-apocalyptic genres.The Hunters have been

falsely accused. In order to clear their name, they have to fight not only creatures but contentious

humans. On top of which their resources are low, their options are minimum, and the casualty rate

is rising.Mr. Melchiorri shares with the reader the harsher realities of sustained warfare. Life in the



world he is portraying is far from pretty and humans are not always humane. While his portrayal isn't

sugar-coated, it isn't blunt or callously done either.Warning: This is for Mature Audiences due to

Violence and Adult Situations.

This is the 4th book in the series and it just keeps getting better. I was not able to put it down once I

got started. My only complaint is that it had to end. I am really looking forward to book5. The

character development is great and they just keep growing, but don't get too attached as Anthony is

not afraid to kill off a character or too. This book is a fresh take on the ZA and a must read if you like

this genre. If you run across this and you have not read books 1 - 3 you are in lucky. Wish i could

have read them all together instead of having to wait in between books.

I LOVE THE TIDE SERIES.As a reader of these kind of books I am glad it Isn't your normal zombie

book.Don't get me wrong I love zombies and vampires and the like I was extremely HAPPY when I

discovered this series of books had a different type of MONSTER .ALWAYS WAITING for the next

book.I highly recommended this series of books to the reader who is looking for different kind of

monster.

Anthony Melchiorri once again takes the reader on a horrifically intense nonstop ride trying keep up

with our heroes and humanities last and only hope. The Hunters become the hunted, not only by the

beasts, but also the ruling military. I loved this book and highly recommend it.

Another great read from Anthony J Melchiorri!!! The battle against the Skulls continues!Dom and his

team are fighting the Skulls and other threats while Lauren and her team are working on THE cure

to the Skulls' infection. We have the heroic, selfless people who make up the Hunters - including

Kara and Maggie. On the other hand, we also see the base, darker side of people as well. There is

plenty of action and adventure, and there are layers to the story to keep you in its grip! (I can't say

much more as I don't want to spoil the reading for you.)I loved the story as we go further into the

fight for survival! I can't wait for the NEXT book to see what happens!! The characters are like old

friends, and I am hoping they make it!I was given a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest

review. Grab this book! You will enjoy the ride!
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